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Arguably the most influential artist of the 20th

century, rock legend David Bowie has sold over 140

million albums worldwide and had five platinum and

seven gold certifications in the United States alone.

Known for his wildly original personas, Bowie has,

through his innovative use of music videos and fashion,

frequently recreated his image over the course of his

career in a style unlike any other. In addition to music,

Bowie has also had notable success as an actor.

He is perhaps best known for playing the lead roles in

Nicolas Roeg’s ‘The Man who fell to Earth’ (1976) and

Jim Henson’s ‘Labyrinth’ (1986). In 2013, after a

ten-year hiatus, he released his 24th studio album.

Titled ‘The Next Day’ it reached number one in the UK

album chart and number two in the US. Critically it has

received near universal acclaim and to date has

spawned three distinctive music videos.

The Artist

This episode explores the origins and subsequent

legacy of the music videos of rock icon David Bowie.

A pioneer in the art of music video, Bowie’s videos

continue to this day to have a lasting impression on

the landscape of visual media. Comprised of interviews

with David Bowie, David Mallett and Robert Elms to

name a few, we are given a rare glimpse into the

thinking behind many of Bowie’s most influential videos

such as ‘Ashes to Ashes,’ ‘Dancing in the Street’ and

‘Let’s Dance.’

The Programme

Episode 1 

David Bowie
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Ranked by Billboard as the world’s best selling male

artist from 1958 to 2008, Elton John has been one of

the most significant artists in music since he first

appeared on the scene in the mid 1960s. Once praised

by John Lennon as the most exciting thing in music

since the break-up of The Beatles, Elton John has since

gone on to win six Grammys awards, a Golden Globe

award and an Academy Award for his music in ‘The

Lion King’ (1994).  In 1997 he performed ‘Candle in

the Wind’ at the funeral of Princess Diana. The

recording of the song would go on to become the best

selling single in the UK and U.S. since single charts

began in the 1950s, selling to date an estimated 33

million copies worldwide. 

The Artist

This episode features interviews and videos from pop

sensation and gay icon Elton John. Known for his

overtly flamboyant style, Elton John has been a

significant force in the art of music videos since the

early 1970s when he released the video for

‘Your Song.’ Since then he has released a myriad of

wildly varying music videos. Despite publicly

proclaiming that he ‘loathes’ his videos, John has

appeared in the majority of them, although in recent

years has been appearing less and less. This episode

features interviews not only with Elton John but with

Russell Mulcahy, the man responsible for helming the

majority of  John’s videos.  Together they discuss

videos such as ‘I’m Still Standing’ and ‘I Guess that’s

Why They Call it the Blues.’

The Programme

Episode 2 

Elton John
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Joe Strummer was a British vocalist and guitar player

best known for co-founding the seminal punk rock

band The Clash. In a brief but illustrious career

Strummer played in a series of high profile bands

including The Mescaleros, Latino Rockabilly War, The

101ers and The Pogues. An iconic figure in the British

punk rock movement, both Strummer and The Clash

were inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in

2003. The induction took place just weeks after

Strummer passed away as the result of an

undiagnosed congenital heart defect. 

The Artist

When Joe Strummer met The Pogues – The years

1991 to 1992 saw The Pogues undergo a significant

transformation as their lead singer and primary

songwriter Shane MacGowan was forced to leave the

band due to his problems with alcohol. During that

time McGowan’s vocal role was momentarily filled by

The Clash singer Joe Strummer before he was

promptly sacked by the band in 1992. This episode

explores Joe’s time spent with The Pogues while also

taking a look at his brief foray into acting, with the

movie Straight to Hell (1987). Unique archive footage

of Joe Strummer and contributions from Pogues

manager Frank Murray and Pogues legend Shane

MacGowan are featured throughout.

The Programme

Episode 3 

Joe Strummer
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Legendary Scottish rock group Simple Minds first

burst onto the scene in 1977. They achieved

significant success in the 1980s with such prominent

hit singles as ‘Alive and Kicking,’ and the ‘Belfast Child.’

However they are perhaps best known for their hit

single, ‘Don’t you forget about me.’ Appearing in the

1985 hit movie ‘The Breakfast Club’ (1985), the song

has since gone on to permeate American teen pop

culture, becoming a landmark song that is for many

representative of 1980s American high school movie.

The song would go on to reach number one in the U.S.

singles chart. In 2013 the band embarked on a

European tour that kicked off in Dublin on the 25th of

March.

The Artist

This episode features new and exclusive interviews

from Jim Kerr, the lead singer and founder of Simple

Minds. Although best known for their output in the

80s, the band have been one to consistently push the

boundaries and capabilities of music videos. In this

episode Jim explains the ideas and processes behind

many of the band's most prominent hit songs and

videos, including; ‘Don't You Forget About Me,

‘Promised you a Miracle’ and ‘Belfast Child.’ Also

interviewed specifically for this programme are

renowned music video Directors Andy Morahan and

Steve Barron, both of whom discuss their experiences

working with Simple Minds and the concepts and tech-

niques that the productions entailed.

The Programme

Episode 4 

Simple Minds
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Originally formed in 1976, the British rock band The

Cure are perhaps the single most significant band to

come out of the gothic rock genre since its inception in

the late 1970s. Selling over 27 millions records

worldwide, the band has had a string of hit singles

including the songs ‘Just like Heaven,’ ‘Lovesong’ and

the radio favorite, ‘Friday I’m in Love.’ One of the first

successful alternative rock bands to find mainstream

success, The Cure have since gone on to influence a

host of the world’s most popular contemporary bands

including Blink 182, My Chemical Romance and

Interpol. With a career that has spanned 35 years, the

band has shared the stage and recorded with such

names as David Bowie, Placebo and The Smashing

Pumpkins. In recent weeks the band have returned to

the road, performing a seven-date tour across South

America.

The Artist

One of the most influential rock bands of the past

thirty years, The Cure have not only left their mark in

the field of music but have also been a prominent force

in the field of music videos. Although many of their very

early videos have since been maligned by even the

band themselves, their later videos with director Tim

Pope have gone on to become some of the most iconic

music videos ever made. This episode sees The Cure's

own Robert Smith and Director Tim Pope discuss the

making of many of The Cure's most famous Videos

including the hits ‘Inbetween Days,’ ‘Pictures of You’

and ‘Close to Me.’

The Programme

Episode 5 

The Cure
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This episode examines the significance and impact of

the videos produced for ‘The Frankie Trilogy.’

Comprised of the three hit songs ‘Relax,’ ‘Two Tribes’

and ‘The Power of Love,’ the band’s videos pushed the

envelope in terms of what was considered acceptable

content at the time. This episode explores the impact

of these three groundbreaking videos and record

success. Featured throughout are interviews with

Holly Johnston of Frankie Goes to Hollywood and input

from music video directors Kevin Godley and Lol

Crème.

The Artist

Frankie goes to Hollywood were a popular British band

that peaked in the mid 80s with such popular songs as

‘Two Tribes’ and ‘The Power of Love,’ but it was their

first single titled ‘Relax’ that the band is best

remembered for. Attracting major controversy due to

its sexual content, the song eventually reached the

number one position in the UK single chart selling two

million copies in the UK alone. It would go on to reach

number ten in The U.S single. In the years since the

song’s release it has continued to permeate pop

culture, being used in a myriad of movie soundtracks

including ‘Zoolander’ (2001) and ‘Police Academy’

(1984). The band reunited briefly in 2005, headlining

at Facebook’s Big Gay Out Party in Hyde Park, London. 

The Programme

Episode 6 

Frankie Goes to Hollywood
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Arguably the most popular British rock band of the

past twenty years, Oasis experienced a period of

unrivalled creativity particularly on their record

breaking album ‘(What’s the Story) Morning Glory?’

wherein they released a string of hit singles that were

accompanied by a series of equally impressive music

videos. This episode features interviews with the

Director Nigel Dick as he tells the stories behind his

direction of ‘Wonderwall,’ ‘Don't look back in Anger’

and Champagne Supernova. In addition to this director

Dawn Shadforth discusses the ideas behind ‘The

Importance of Being Idle.’ Featured throughout are

comments from Noel Gallagher.

The Artist

Having eight number 1 singles and eight number 1

albums under their belt, Oasis are one of the most

significant bands to emerge from Britain in the last

twenty years. Selling an estimated 70 million records

worldwide, the band has been listed by the Guinness

Book of Records for the “Longest Top 10 UK Chart

Run by a Group” after an unprecedented run of 22 top

10 hits in the UK. The band also holds the Guinness

World Record for being the most successful act in the

UK between the years 1995 and 2005, spending 765

weeks in the Top 75 singles and albums charts.

Finding mainstream success with their album ‘What’s

the Story Morning Glory,’ spawning such notable hits

as ‘Wonderwall,’ and ‘Don’t Look Back in Anger.’ The

founding members of the band Liam and Noel

Gallagher have been known throughout the years for

their differences of opinion regarding the band and in

2009 Oasis finally disbanded, with each of the broth-

ers forming their own bands.

The Programme

Episode 7 

Oasis
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In this episode of Video Killed the Radio Star we look

back on some of singer/songwriter Billy Joel’s

best-known videos. From ‘Allentown,’ the story of a

town where the men had to enlist in the military during

the Vietnam War due to factory shut downs, to

‘Uptown Girl,’ a light hearted video set in New York in

the 80s. Directors Jay Dubin, Russell Mulcahy and

Andy Morahan take us behind the cameras to discuss

some of Billy Joel’s greatest hits and videos. 

The Artist

Listed by the RIAA as the sixth best-selling artist of all
time, singer/songwriter Billy Joel has been one of the
most significant forces in pop music since his
emergence in the 1970s. In a career that has spanned
over 40 years Joel had a string of top 40 hits in the
70s, 80s and 90s and has achieved 33 top 40 hits in
the United States alone. Joel was inducted into the

songwriters Hall of Fame in 1992 and the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 1999. Although he has stopped
writing original music Billy Joel continues to play live
shows and in recent years has performed a series of
successful concerts with fellow singer/songwriter
Elton John.

The Programme

Episode 8

Billy Joel
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In this episode we take a look back at making some of

Blur’s best-known videos from ‘Parklife’ to ‘Country

house.’ Featuring archive interviews with front man

Damon Albarn, directors Damien Hirst and Pedro

Romhanyi, we look back to a time when Brit Pop was

its zenith.  

The Artist

Formed in London in 1988, alternative rock band Blur

were one of the most successful bands of the 1990s.

Along with rock band Oasis; Blur played a significant

role in popularizing the Britpop genre. Their 1993

album ‘Parklife’ is considered a landmark in British

music and today remains one of the most acclaimed

album of the 1990s. Since its release it has gone on to

be certified platinum 4 times in the UK. The band went

their separate ways in 2003 but reunited in 2008. In

2012 the band received a Brit Award for their

outstanding contribution to music.

The Programme

Episode 9

Blur
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In this episode we meet Directors Steve Barron, Joe

Pytka, Andy Morahan, Wayne Isham and Tim Pope as

they discuss the seminal music videos of Michael

Jackson. Here Steve Barron discusses the roots of the

Iconic music video for ‘Billie Jean,’ and the challenges

involved in convincing MTV to accept Michael Jackson

as one of the first black artists on the channel. Joe

Pytka discusses the making of ‘Smooth Criminal’ while

Andy Morahan tells the story of when Michael Jackson

first met Guns N’ Roses guitarist Slash on the video

shoot of ‘Give it to me.’ There are also contributions

from Broadcaster Robert Elms as we look back on the

impact of the music videos of the undisputed “King of

Pop.”

The Artist

Recognized by the Guinness Book of World Records as

the most successful entertainer of all time - no single

artist has left such an indelible mark on music, fashion,

dance and pop culture as Michael Jackson. Known to

many as the “King of Pop” Jackson first achieved

success as the lead singer of the band The Jackson 5.

After leaving The Jackson 5 in the early 70s Jackson

would go on to achieve unprecedented success with a

string of the world’s best selling albums including

‘Thriller,’ ‘Bad’ and ‘Dangerous.’ ‘Thriller,’ most notably,

has gone on to become the world’s best selling album

selling with sales estimated at over 60 million copies

sold worldwide. After his death in 2010, on what

would have been his 52nd birthday, he became the

most downloaded artist of all time.

The Programme

Episode 10

Michael Jackson
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In this episode we hear from directors Brian Grant,

Jay Dubin and Andy Morahan as they discuss

collaborating with Aretha Franklin on some of her

most acclaimed music videos. Here Brian Grant tells

the story of "Freeway of Love" and how the video near-

ly didn't happen. Jay Dubin discusses going to Aretha's

house for a production meeting and being treated with

music from a full gospel choir. Andy Morahan talks

about filming the famous duet with Aretha and George

Michael for the song ‘I knew you were waiting for me.’

There are also contributions from legendary choreog-

rapher Arlene Phillips and writer and broadcaster

Robert Elms as they tell stories of production mayhem,

and the great legacy of the undoubted "Queen of Soul."  

The Artist

American singer Aretha Franklin is one of the most

seminal female singers of the 20th century. Following

her signing to Atlantic Records she first achieved

critical and commercial success with the single

‘Respect’ in 1967. The song became a landmark for

the feminist movement and is often considered one of

the best songs of the R&B era. Franklin would go on to

chart 88 Billboard singles and is today the most chart-

ed female artist in the chart’s history. To date she has

won 18 Grammys and sold over 75 million albums,

making her one of the best selling female artists of all

time. Franklin was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall

of Fame in 1987 and in 2012 was inducted into GMA

Gospel Music Hall of Fame.

The Programme

Episode 11

Aretha Franklin
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In this episode Phil Oakey talks about the music videos

of the synth pop band The Human League. The band

first found success in Britain in the 1980s. Here

Director Steve Barron discusses the story behind the

massive number one hit ‘Don’t You Want Me.’ He also

talks about how he convinced the record label to film

their video using 35mm film and how it was the second

video ever to be played on MTV. 

The Artist

Electro new wave band The Human League formed in

Sheffield in 1977. Despite having an early hit with

their song ‘Being Boiled’ it would not be until the

release of the band’s album ‘Dare’ that they achieved

major success. The album contained the hit single

‘Don’t You Want Me.’ The song would go on to reach

number one in both the UK and United States. To date

the band has sold 20 million albums and though the

line up has changed since the band’s inception the

primary vocalist and songwriter Phil Oakey has

remained a solid fixture in the lineup. At the end of

2012 the band toured across Europe to celebrate

their 35th anniversary. The shows were critically

acclaimed with the UK's Daily Telegraph remarking

that it was ‘as good a night's entertainment as you are

likely to find anywhere on the planet.’

The Programme

Episode 12

The Human League
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In this episode we take a look back to Britain in the

1980s. This period marked the start of the electronic

scene in London as bands began to emerge from clubs

like the Blitz club and take the electronic scene in

Britain by force. In this episode we hear from bands

like Spandau Ballet, Duran Duran, Human League as

well as directors Brian Grant, Tim Pope, Steve Barron,

Kevin Godley and Russell Mulcahy as they take us

behind the scenes of some of the first videos that

changed the face of Britain in the 80s.

The Artist

The 1980s was a seminal period for the electronic

music scene in the United Kingdom. Around this time

would emerge a wave of some of the most significant

electronic artists in the world today - this included

bands such as Visage, Spandau Ballet, Ultravox,

Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark (OMD), Human

League, Talk Talk, Herbie Hancock and perhaps most

noticeably new wave band Duran Duran. Selling over

100 million records worldwide, Duran Duran have just

recently announced that they are working on their

14th studio album with esteemed producer Mark

Ronson.

The Programme

Episode 13

The Synth Years - Compilation




